Programming 3rd Party BACnet Controllers in CBAS
BACnet MS/TP
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Programming a 3rd Party BACnet MS/TP Channel and Controller is much like
programming a BASnet channel of VAVs. You need an 8X or other Host
controller first. (8X, 16X, 32X, or 64X)
It is suggested that the Host controller have recent or newest firmware, as many
changes have been made to BACnet over the years.
You will also need to set the 3rd party device’s address and verify the Baud Rate
that it will use to communicate. CBAS can communicate with the following Baud
Rates: 4800, 9600, 19.2K, and 38.4K.
BACnet is a token passing protocol, so all devices should be set to Master.
Some Bacnet controllers must have a unique "instance" number. So, you may
have to set an instance in CBAS to correspond to the instance you find when you
“Probe” the controller.
Communication wiring should use 18-2 shielded twisted pair.
Multiple controllers can be “daisy chained” like any other RS485 bus.
BACnet TCP/IP is also covered later in this document.

Note: Instructions below assume that you have read the CBAS Programming
Manual and understand how to program controllers, channels and points.
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Program a Bacnet 485 over TCP/IP channel on the Host Controller.
Set the Baud Rate by going to the Program screen of the channel. (Match the
Baud Rate of the device. Some are set to auto-negotiate by default. Example:
Viconics thermostats)
Program a Bacnet Generic controller on the channel at the address that the device
is set to. (0 is NOT a valid address)
When you are asked if you want to import the points, answer No. (First time only)
Using the manufacturer’s documentation, program one point that you are sure
about on the controller. If you do not program a point on the controller, it will
never communicate. This is because CBAS has nothing to poll, to you will get no
response.
Once you add the point, you have to go to the program screen on the point,
then click the BACnet button (bottom left), and set the address. Also make
sure the point type is correct.
Go into Real Mode and make sure the new database downloads to the Host
controller, so that it knows it is hosting the channel.
Do this by clicking the Host Controller, then Erase Database and wait about 5
seconds for the controller to reboot.
Take the controller OFF SCAN, then back ON SCAN, and it should download
within a few seconds.
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The Generic Bacnet controller and its points should turn Normal (Blue) if it is
correct.
To interrogate the controller, go to the Program screen of the BACnet Generic
Controller. Click the Probe button. If it is successful, it will save a text file to
C:\CBAS\Data. If it fails, then either the device is configured with a wrong
address/baud rate, or the point is programmed wrong in CBAS.

At the end of the text file, there will be a list of the points on the Bacnet controller. You
can program the rest of the points from this list.
At the beginning of the text file, there is an instance number. Some manufacturers require
that communications include the instance number. If you are having trouble
communicating, try adding the instance number to the program screen of the Generic
BACnet controller. If you cannot Probe the controller, you may need to get the Instance
from the device’s configuration utility.
Note: Sometimes the Probe file point list will differ from the manufacturers’
documentation because of recent firmware or model changes, but the Probe file will show
the correct points. Also, not all devices will respond to the Probe, but most will.
** While editing points in Real Mode: if you change point addresses, change point
types, add points, change the controller address or the baud rate, CBAS MUST BE
RESTARTED.
It should also be noted that Bacnet MS/TP devices generally take a few minutes to start
communicating after the Host controller has Normal communications. To watch this
process, go to the Program screen of the BACnet Channel. Click the Show Traffic button.
You will see messages that are being sent. The first one should be “WHO IS”. You may
see 2 of these before a response from the controller. Once you have seen at least 3 of
these messages without a response, you can conclude that something is configured
wrong, most probably in the configuration of the device itself. It could also be that the
polarity of the communication wires is reversed. In this case, the Port 1 or Port 2 Activity
light on the controller should be solid. Consult the manufacturer’s documentation for
help.
Once the 3rd party device responds, you will begin to see COMPLEX ACK messages:
Add:1 Sz:17 COMPLEX ACK (3)
0.0.0.1 READ AV 7 (3)
Add:1 means the address of the device is 1. Sz:17 is the size of the packet. (3) means this
is the 3rd packet received. The next line means the packet contains address 1’s reading of
Analog Value 7.
If you have a wrong address or point type, you will see errors:
Add:1 Sz:7 ERROR OBJ UnkObj (36)
0.0.0.1 READ AI 0 (36)

In this case, Add:1 is the address of the controller/device. AI 0 is analog input position 0,
which is an invalid point because 0 cannot be used. UnkObj means the point is not in the
database of the device as configured by the manufacturer.

Duplicating controllers
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Additional controllers can be added easily once the first one is programmed and
working. Once you have verified that all points are correct on the first controller,
you can click the controller, and then click Export Database. (In older versions,
Export to OPTO/BACnet)
NOTE: If you get error messages when you export and the export file saves as 0
bytes size, then you need to scale the General Purpose Table of the Host
controller. See the last section of this manual for instructions on scaling.
Follow onscreen prompts to complete the export.
The export file will be saved to C:\CBAS\Bin\BACNET as BacnetGeneric.txt.
If you will be saving multiple point configurations, you will want to rename that
file to reflect the configuration, or it will be overwritten.
When you add subsequent Generic BACnet controllers, you will be asked if you
want to import the points.
Answer YES and you will be taken to the same folder to select the proper file.
When adding the points, you will be prompted to add a prefix to the point names.
If the point names don’t turn out the way you want them, they can be changed one
at a time through the Point Program screen, or through Global Name Change at
System\Database Maintenance.

NOTE: To avoid problems when naming points and adding prefixes, make the point
names generic on the controller that you are exporting from. Example: instead of naming
points like RM 1 SPACE TEMP, add them as SPACE TEMP. You can add the RM 1 part
using the prefix feature when adding from the export file.

BACnet on Controller
In the preceding configuration (BACnet 485 over TCP/IP), commands to a BACnet
device may be head-end dependent, because you cannot download programming, like
logic or schedules, to the 3rd party controller. Software points containing logic etc. exist
on the Host controller or other needed points may exist on other controllers. In situations
where a loss of communication occurs, which can happen when CBAS is not in Real
Mode, you will lose functionality. It may be necessary to program the channel as
“BACnet on Controller”, or to convert the channel to that type. Since this channel type is
fairly new to CBAS, the latest firmware is necessary on the Host controller.
When programmed on a BACnet on Controller Channel, the database of the Generic
Bacnet Controller is contained in the database of the Host controller. The BACnet points
communicate directly with software and hardware points on the Host, eliminating the

need to communicate with the head-end computer. Statuses and changes of state are then
relayed to the head end.
NOTE: An “on Controller” channel is not seen in the main screen of Hardware View.
You can find the channel by going to where you programmed it originally: Click the Host
controller, then Channels. Click either the Host or Secondary channel, then controllers.
Of course, the points can also be found in Text View\All Points, and can be added to
Logical Groups or Graphics View. Otherwise, programming controllers and points on
this type of channel is exactly the same as described in the first section.
The tool for converting a channel to an “on Controller” channel can be found in Utility
Mode on the System Menu under Controller and Channel Maintenance. For information
on Utility Mode, see the final section of this manual.

BACnet TCP/IP
The instructions for this type are almost exactly the same as BACnet MS/TP, except that
you don’t need a Host controller. The BACnet TCP/IP channel is added on the first
screen of Hardware View.
• In Editor Mode, go to Hardware View and click Add a Channel. The
configuration will be BACnet TCP/IP.
• Once the Channel is added, click the Channel then Controllers.
• Add a BACnet Generic controller.
• Everything else is the same, except that each Generic BACnet Controller will
need a unique IP address within the subnet that the CBAS Server and other
controllers are in.
• Logic and schedules etc. can be programmed on the points, but they really reside
on the head-end.
For more information on TCP/IP networking, refer to the Networking section of the
CBAS Programming Manual.
The installer of the BACnet device is usually responsible for setting the IP address, as
well as any other necessary settings, through its local interface.

Utility Mode and Scaling Databases
To start CBAS in utility mode, copy the CBAS icon on your desktop, then paste it so that
you now have a new one. Right-click the icon and go to its properties, and add the
following to the end of the target: [space]mode=utility
This will start CBAS in a special utility mode that you should not allow the end user
access to. From here we can scale the controller database and other items unavailable
in Editor mode.
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To scale the database on a controller, start the system in utility mode, go to the
System then Scale Database.
When asked if you want to scale the DPU database, click NO.
When asked if you want to scale a controller database, click YES.
Click the TCP/IP for Controllers channel.
Pick a controller from the list.
A screen with database items will open and display the number of items used
and available.
Make sure the number available is more than the number used.

Example:
Logic 32 used and 32 available, change the available to 60
PIDS 12 used and 12 available, change the available to 30
Make sure that the Total Available Memory at the bottom of the window is a positive
number. If not, then lower the numbers you scaled previously.
Click Save Changes and Exit.
You will have to acknowledge a message to erase SRAM. This means you have to
delete the database from the controller and let it download again.
A convenient way to delete several databases at once is to change to Real Mode, go to
the System > BASnet controller information screen, select a controller or more than one,
and hit the delete database button.
The General Purpose Tables are at the bottom of the list. Scale all 3 of them to more
than the number of points. If you have 19 points, scale them to 30 to be safe. Save
changes. You do not have to go to Real Mode and back to Editor Mode in order to
Export from the Generic BACnet controller now.

Convert Database to “On Controller”
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To convert the database, open CBAS in Utility Mode, go to the System Menu,
then Controller and Channel Maintenance.
In the bottom left click the button labeled “Convert Interface Channel to On Board
8X Channel”.
It will remind you to do a Backup first. Click Yes, then choose the channel and it
will convert.
Once again, you will have to delete the database from the Host controller so that
the changes are downloaded.

